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Zinser Systems offer a wide
range of specialised ring-spinning solutions from bale to
package. Starting from the
blow room and carding, Zinser
Systems is designed to ensure
the excellent processing of
fibres. Efficient ring-spinning
machinery combined with
intelligent winding machinery
guarantee high yarn quality.
E³: optimising energy, economics and ergonomics, adding
intelligence. With our customers’ needs always top of mind,
E³ forms the basis of our design
philosophy.
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Highlights

→→Universal worsted yarn spinning
machines with maximum flexibility
→→Spin any trendy yarns with
FancyDraft, CoreSpun and SiroSpun
→→Maximum quality with SynchroDrive,
SynchroDraft and ServoDraft
→→Maximum productivity with OptiStep,
OptiStart and OptiSpeed
→→Self-cleaning compact spinning
technology Impact FX
→→Maximum efficiency with the
worldwide reliable doffer CoWeMat
→→Labour-saving stand-alone solution
with CoWeFeed or maximum
efficiency in a system linked with the
winding machine

ZR 451/ZI 451
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Economics
Economics
→→Using market trends flexibly
→→Economic compact system
→→Intelligent speed maximisation with OptiSpeed
→→Minimum energy costs
→→Maximum cost transparency through energy monitoring
→→ServoDraft for the shortest lot changing times and
maximum flexibility
→→Simple, intuitive operation thanks to EasySpin
→→Low-maintenance tangential belt drive
→→No wharve cleaning with Spinnfinity
→→Lowest dependence on staff in linked systems

Up to 10% higher production thanks to a reduction in twist

ZR 451

Constant compacting power, constant compacting quality

160

ZI 451

t/year

Through cutting-edge research and
development, we boost our clients’
profitability by improving our products’
flexibility, increasing output and saving
on raw material. Increasingly, our
machines are also becoming smarter,
reducing the need for human
involvement, which allows our
customers to save on cost.
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Impact FX:
Compacting power
Compacting quality

Competitors:
Compacting power
Compacting quality
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Quality yarns.

ZR 451/ZI 451
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→→Market-leading worsted yarn
technology
→→Classic ring and compact spinning,
ZR 451+ prepared for compact
spinning
→→Excellent yarn quality and consistently
low yarn break rates
→→Universal application from fine to
coarse
→→Intelligent design, precise spinning
geometry and precise manufacture
→→High productivity and reliability
→→Ring spinning systems and add-on
units, customised by one supplier
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Be unique
Saurer worsted yarn spinning
systems are globally acknowledged
as top-quality technological products. With the Z 451, Saurer has set
an unsurpassed standard in the
worsted yarn industry. The flexible
model family offers a wide range of
configuration and conversion
options. You have the freedom to
change or expand your worsted
yarn portfolio at any time. This
means you can always be successful
with yarns currently in demand.

Three variants
The model family comprises three variants. The
ZR 451 is a classic worsted yarn ring spinning
machine with unique highlights.
The ZR 451+ is prepared for compact spinning
and can be easily converted retrospectively.
The ZI 451 is the compact spinning machine of the
model family, equipped with the economic
Impact FX compact yarn system.

ZR 451/ZI 451
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React flexibly to trends
Unsurpassed compact yarns
The ZI 451 produces compacted and top-dyed
yarns of the highest quality. A separate vacuum
unit for the compacting system ensures consistent compacting by design. You can compact any
wool grade perfectly with the adjustable tension
draft. Simply adjust the transfer to the wool
fineness and crimping.
Fancy, core and siro yarns
The FancyDraft, FancyDesigner, CoreSpun and
SiroSpun options expand your product portfolio
with attractive, trendy yarns. This gives you more
freedom to react to lucrative demand.

Stay on the ball with fashion trends
New fabric structures are in demand season after
season, time after time. With FancyDraft you
generate the desired effect quickly and easily on
the touchscreen. You can produce fashionable,
fancy yarns particularly economically.
Design effects on the PC
You can design effects even faster with the
FancyDesigner software. Simulate the desired
effect on the PC and transfer the data to the
machine with a USB stick. This makes you quicker
than the competition.
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Efficiency through
intelligence.

ZR 451/ZI 451

→→Economical tangential belt drive
→→Electronically controlled drafting
system drive for consistent quality
→→Central setting and storage of all
spinning parameters for quick set-up
times and reproducible quality
→→Incremental speed regulation during
the bobbin build for maximum
productivity
→→Intelligent speed maximisation with
OptiSpeed
→→Impact FX, economic compact
spinning technology
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Precision for top class yarns
SynchroDrive for balanced perfection
SynchroDrive ensures synchronous operation of
all spindles. Twist variations in the yarn are
minimised. The unique Saurer multi-motor single
tangential belt drive system is performance-optimised for low energy consumption.
Double power in the drafting system for long
machines
SynchroDraft is the name of the powerhouse for
long ring spinning machines with up to 1 248
spindles. The middle bottom rollers are driven
from both sides. The drafting system drive is
completely synchronised.

ServoDraft thinks with you and safeguards your
quality
ServoDraft ensures that the pre-set draft is
precisely maintained. The values set by staff are
checked for plausibility and consistency before
they are accepted by the machine control
system. This prevents yarn breaks and faults.
Stored production data can be called up at any
time. Your quality is 100% reproducible.
Energy-efficient production with energy
monitoring
The tangential belt drive is highly cost-effective
and energy-efficient. Energy consumption is
displayed in real time on the EasySpin monitor.
You can purposefully optimise the energy
efficiency of production.

1 The variation in spindle speed is less than 1% - the yarn twist is constant

ZR 451/ZI 451
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Dynamic lot management
Set-up in seconds
Change lots in record time. The electronically
controlled ServoDraft drafting system drive
makes it possible. Input the yarn count and twist
set on the EasySpin touchscreen. Twist and draft
are infinitely variable. Laborious gear exchanges
and the storage of gear variants are no longer
necessary. The number of staff required and
stoppage times are considerably reduced.
Central settings for compact spinning
Impact FX can also be adjusted in no time.
Infinitely variable selection of overdelivery and
separate compact vacuum on the EasySpin
touchscreen to suit your particular raw material.

Store and transfer lot data
The Z 451 stores all lot data. Each yarn quality is
reproducible with the touch of a button. You can
transfer data to another spinning machine from
the model family with a USB stick. Produce
identical quality on each machine.
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Increase productivity
Higher speeds with OptiStep
The start-up, tip and main spinning speeds can
be defined very accurately via a 10-point speed
curve. This means you can always operate highly
productively at the technological spinning limit
across the entire bobbin build. The traveller
service life is also extended.
Precision spindles for the highest speeds
High-speed spindles make the Z 451 so uniquely
productive. A precise and highly stable bearing
ensures absolute running smoothness at top
speeds. The precision spindles save energy,
require less maintenance and have a long service
life.

OptiStart, the running-in technology for ring
travellers
The ring traveller running-in program, OptiStart,
controls the running-in phases of the ring
travellers automatically and reliably up to
production speed. The traveller service life
becomes longer, staff are relieved and productivity increases.
OptiSpeed, the autonomous speed maximisation
OptiSpeed guarantees maximum efficiency in
combination with the integrated individual
spindle monitoring (ISM) system. You set the limits
for yarn breaks on the EasySpin. The intelligent
software controls the speed in such a way that
the machine is always run controlled at the limit.
The system reacts quickly and fully automatically.
With better roving quality, OptiSpeed increases
the speed until the yarn break limit is reached. If
the roving quality drops, it slows down the speed.
As a result, the average productivity increases
noticeably.

ZR 451/ZI 451
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Economical compact technology
Save raw material
No matter whether you produce the finest
Impact FX yarns for high-quality suit materials or
knitting yarns from pure wool for popular
functional garments, the Impact FX compact
spinning technology gets the maximum out of
any raw material. By setting the overdelivery
accurately to the wool fineness and the crimp,
you achieve significantly improved yarn values
and running properties. Variations in the raw
material can be quickly corrected.
Higher speeds and reduced twist
Impact FX raises the spinning limits for each raw
material. You attain higher speeds and reduce
the yarn twist by 10 - 15% for the same raw
material while retaining strength and elongation.
This allows for a better utilisation of the fibre and
increases productivity.

Intelligent, low-maintenance technology
Impact FX is self-cleaning. Wool grease, spinning
oil and finishing agents have no effect on the
compact spinning technology. At its heart is the
flexible compact apron. The fulling effect at the
deflection point of the apron prevents trash
particles and fibre fragments from becoming
lodged. In addition, the straight air channel
ensures optimal aerodynamics; no kinks, corners
or edges where trash can accumulate, thus no
clogging. The machine performance is consistently high and maintenance costs low.
Greater length: up to 912 spindles
With a 75 mm gauge, the ZI 451 can be up to 912
spindles long, while 900 spindles are possible
with the 82.5 mm gauge.
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Automation means
benefits.

ZR 451/ZI 451
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→→Quick and reliable doffing with
CoWeMat, the most economic doffing
automation
→→Safe separation of even the most hightenacity yarns thanks to automatic
process control
→→Labour-saving stand-alone solution
with CoWeFeed
→→Lowest dependence on staff and
maximum quality assurance in fully
automated linked systems with the
winding machine
→→Interfaces for all common steaming
systems
→→Senses mill management system for
increased profitability in the textile
business
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Spinning plant solutions for more profit
The most reliable doffer
The CoWeMat is regarded worldwide as the most
efficient doffing technology. It carries no
design-related malfunction risks, which, in the
case of other systems, require continuous
monitoring. Individual leaks do not cause
machine stoppage. If a gripper malfunctions, the
CoWeMat and the machine continue running,
because the outer grippers are supplied with
compressed air separately. A safety membrane in
each gripper also ensures that the air-guiding
elements are not subjected to mechanical stress.
Even for high-strength yarns
A light barrier monitors the smooth doffing flow.
In case of a malfunction, the machine shuts down
automatically. Even high-strength yarns are
separated reliably.

Uniquely time-saving: CoWeFeed
Saurer has the most labour-saving solution for
this: CoWeFeed, the self-oriented tube feed. The
operators simply tip the empty tubes into the
feed container. CoWeFeed sorts independently
and error-free.
Spinnfinity – dirt-resistant, energy-saving zero
underwinding
With its innovative spring principle, Spinnfinity is
the most modern device for doffing without
underwinding. Spinnfinity is dust-resistant. Thanks
to its lightweight, low-friction spring principle, it
also significantly saves a lot of energy.

ZR 451/ZI 451
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Automation means
benefit

Senses – the new mill
management system

Maximum efficiency in linked system solutions
In fully automated linked systems with winding
machines, many economic factors can be
optimally exploited, e.g. use of space, coordination of winding and spinning capacity, minimisation of labour requirements and quality management. Efficiency increases, production run times
are significantly reduced. The Z 451 can be
connected with all commercially available
winding machines.

For maximum added value and profitability
Senses is the new Saurer mill management
system for the entire textile value-added chain.
The information system collects, bundles and
visualises the production, quality and machine
data of your entire spinning mill. The application
delivers valid information to management and
the machine operators in order to profitably
optimise the use of raw materials, material, time,
personnel, energy and capital. Senses is therefore
the ultimate addition to your Saurer machinery.
The application runs on all smart devices, adapts
to your demands and can upgraded to new
Senses Elements at any time in the Saurer
software shop. Use your new digital senses and
sustainably optimise the profitability of your
textile business through real-time information and
big-data mining.

Steaming in linked systems
Of course, the Z 451 has the appropriate interface
for all commercial linked steaming systems. The
continuous steaming process between the ring
spinning and the winding machine additionally
reduces the cycle time of production.
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Machine dimensions - ZR 451/ZI 451

L

1 382

X

820

500

X = (No. of spindles/2) x gauge

ZR 451 with CoWeMat 396 F, with CoWeFeed

500

840

1 400

2 140

10

Machine length L (mm)
L = 6 210 + X

L
X

1 164 mm

820

500

X = (No. of spindles/2) x gauge

ZR 451 with CoWeMat 396 V, linked system

500

840

1 400

30

1 400

2 140

max. 1 530 mm

10

Machine length L (mm)
L = 4 100 + X

L

1 382

X

820

500

X = (No. of spindles/2) x gauge

ZI 451 with CoWeMat 396 F, with CoWeFeed

500

840
10*

Machine length L (mm)
L = 6 210 + X

L
X

1 214 mm
max. 1 677 mm
820

500

X = (No. of spindles/2) x gauge

ZI 451 with CoWeMat 396 V, linked system

* Option exhaust air Impact FX downwards, + 195 mm

500

Machine length L (mm)
L = 4 100 + X

840
10*

1 400

30
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Technical data
ZR 451
Application area
Staple fibres
up to 200 mm
Raw materials
All wools, high-quality
animal hair, silk, ramie,
manmade fibres and their
blends
Count range
Nm 6 - 120
Ne worsted yarn 5.3 - 106
Twist range (T/m)
100 - 3 500

ZI 451
Draft range
8 - 80-fold
Spindle gauge
75 mm, 82.5 mm
Tube length
220 - 260 mm
Ring diameter
42 - 60 mm
Number of spindles
240 - 1 248 (T = 75 mm)
180 - 1 152 (T= 82.5 mm)

Application area
Staple fibres
up to 200 mm

Draft range
8 - 80-fold

Raw materials
All wools, high-quality
animal hair, silk, ramie,
manmade fibres and their
blends
Count range
Nm 28 and finer
Ne worsted yarn 25 and finer
Twist range (T/m)
100 - 3 500

Spindle gauge
75 mm, 82.5 mm
Tube length
220 - 260 mm
Ring diameter
42 - 58 mm
Number of spindles
240 - 912 (T= 75 mm)
180 - 900 (T= 82.5 mm)

Equipment options
ZR 451

ZI 451

ServoDraft (electronically drafting system drive)

●

●

SynchroDrive (tangential belt drive)

●

●

Spinnfinity (zero underwinding)

○

○

EasySpin (graphical user interface)

●

●

OptiStart (traveller running-in program)

●

●

OptiStep (spinning program)

●

●

OptiSpeed (automatic speed maximisation)

○

○

Energy Monitoring

○

○

Senses (mill management system)

○

○

FancyDraft

○

○

FancyDesigner

○

○

SiroSpun

○

○

CoreSpun

○

○

Combination SiroSpun and CoreSpun

○

○

Roving stop

○

○

ISM (individual spindle monitoring)

○

○

CoWeMat (doffing device)

●

●

Linked version (interface with package winder)

●

●

Stand-alone version with CoWeFeed (self-oriented tube feed)

○

○

Spinning position, spindle drive, drafting system drive, units in the spinning process

Information system and applications

Auxiliary power units

Automation

● Basic specification

○ Option

Regarding this brochure
Research and development never stand still. This may mean that some statements about Saurer products are obsolete due to technical progress. The
illustrations are selected for informative content only. They may also include special equipment that does not form part of the standard specification.
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Sun

Saurer sets the benchmarks with:

→→Consulting
→→Installation
→→Academy
→→Original Parts
→→Maintenance
→→Updates and
Upgrades

ZR 451/ZI 451
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Sun – Service Unlimited

Strong and reliable life-cycle partnership.
Unique smart solutions to increase the benefit to the customer.
Notable performance and sustainability throughout the machine lifetime.

Sun is a bundle of differentiated services
that add real value to Saurer machinery
throughout its entire life cycle. Highly trained
staff using state-of-the-art tools improve
our customers’ daily operations in a flexible
and individual way. We provide the owners
of Saurer machinery with innovative solutions
and services to improve the product quality,
machine performance and profitability.
We keep you competitive.

Secos
Saurer Customer Portal
The modular Secos 2.0 customer portal packages
all important information about the customer’s
machine park as well as the services available.
→→Order Saurer original parts quickly through the
Secos e-shop. The most common wear parts for
each machine type can now be found more
easily with photo catalogues.
→→Find instead of searching: all your data, all your
machines, all your original parts at a glance
→→Convenient order management with order
history going back 5 years
→→Quick finder functions with one-click buttons for
favourites and current Saurer offers

secos.saurer.com
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